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Divi gives you the ability to create beautiful, professional looking, one-click page builders. WordPress is primarily a content management system, but if you enable the most
basic Divi features, you get the power to make your own website look and function just the way you want it to. Custom page builders give you the ability to create your own
layouts and make each page have a unique design. Design and create your own homepage or a landing page and customize with your own image, text, divider, hero, featured,
widgets and more. Add any of Divi's premium addons to enhance your page builder to create unique layouts and products. Using Divi, you can quickly install pre-built design
elements or create custom elements in the Divi builder. Divi creates beautiful page layouts using the Divi page builder, which allows you to place posts and pages in any order
or position. Using Divi Elements, you can drag and drop a design into your post or page, customize it with settings or add it to your own custom page builder. You can also use
the drag and drop feature to create new Divi Elements. The Divi theme has pre-built and award-winning page builders for every design need. Each page builder has an array of
features allowing you to design and customize any page you want without having to rely on a graphic design or web programming tool. You'll be amazed at the number of
features and options available in Divi's custom WordPress page builder. Divi includes incredible Elementor page builder. Divi's Elementor page builder is a drag and drop page
builder and includes a wide range of design options and visual editor to help create a beautiful page.
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Divi elements come with a huge array of design settings. However, Divi also makes it easy to search and filter through these settings and to quickly jump to your already-
modified settings. Viewing modified styles gives you a list of all settings that are currently active so that you don't have to hunt through the full array of options. It's very similar
to Google Chrome's view computer styles filter. The Divi quick action system is an all-in-one finder and doer. Need help finding a setting Looking for some clarification on how
something works in the builder Just type to search through our help videos and all available Divi options. Perform advanced actions like adding elements or loading layouts.

Quickly jump to different parts of the builder with a few keystrokes, or even jump to different pages and different WordPress admin areas. It's super fast and a huge time saver.
Divi's extend styles functionality brings design efficiency to a whole new level. If you have a design style that you just created, and you want to use that elsewhere on the page,

or even across the entire page, you can simply extend that style automatically to your desired location. Update hundreds of elements at once! Control exactly where and to
which elements your styles should be extended to. For example, let's say you just crafted the perfect box shadow and border style for your images, but you have dozens of

images on the page. You can extend that style to the rest of your images instantly! VMware Workstation Pro works great on Linux-based virtual machines, but has some trouble
with Windows XP or Windows Server 2003 (for now, at least). Thanks to the people who have tested this app and given us some great feedback. 5ec8ef588b
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